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DESY 06-046Long-Lived Staus at Neutrino TelesopesMarkus Ahlers, J�orn Kersten, and Andreas RingwaldDeutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Notkestra�e 85, 22607 Hamburg, GermanyAbstrat. We perform an exhaustive study of the role neutrino telesopes ouldplay in the disovery and exploration of supersymmetri extensions of the StandardModel with a long-lived stau next-to-lightest superpartile. These staus are produedin pairs by osmi neutrino interations in the Earth matter. We show that thebakground of stau events to the standard muon signal is negligible and plays norole in the determination of the osmi neutrino ux. On the other hand, one anexpet up to 50 pair events per year in a ubi kilometer detetor suh as IeCube, ifthe superpartner mass spetrum and the high-energy osmi neutrino ux are lose toexperimental bounds.E-mail: markus.ahlers�desy.de, joern.kersten�desy.de,andreas.ringwald�desy.de



Long-Lived Staus at Neutrino Telesopes 21. IntrodutionSupersymmetry (SUSY) is urrently the most popular extension of the Standard Model(SM) and predits a superpartner for eah SM partile. In most models, R-parity isonserved, so that the lightest superpartner (LSP) is stable. This makes it an exellentandidate for the dark matter. Most studies assume that this partile is a neutralino,whih interats weakly and may be observed therefore in diret dark matter searhes.However, if SUSY is extended to inlude gravity, there is an alternative LSP andidate,the gravitino. As it is the superpartner of the graviton, it takes part only in thegravitational interation. Therefore, the deay of the next-to-lightest SUSY partile(NLSP) is highly suppressed.z If it is a harged partile suh as the stau, ~�R, thesuperpartner of the right-handed tau, it an possibly be olleted in ollider experiments.Observation of the stau deays ould then lead to an indiret disovery of the gravitino.This exiting possibility has attrated onsiderable interest reently [3, 4, 5, 6, 1℄.Within this senario, we elaborate in this paper on an alternative experimentalapproah in whih the high energy neessary to produe SUSY partiles is not providedby man-made aelerators but by nature in the form of high energy osmi neutrinos.If the stau NLSPs resulting from neutrino-nuleon interations inside the Earth aresuÆiently long-lived, they an be deteted in large ie or water Cherenkov neutrinotelesopes, as pointed out in [7℄. These observatories are designed to measure the ux ofhigh energy osmi neutrinos via Cherenkov photons emitted by upward-going muonsand asades, whih are produed by weak interations in the Earth. High energy muonsare visible if they originate up to a few tens of kilometers outside the detetor. Thisde�nes the e�etive detetion volume, whih is limited by the energy loss of muonsin matter. For a stau this e�etive detetion volume inreases dramatially due tothe muh smaller energy loss in matter [8℄. This might ompensate the suppression ofthe prodution ross setion of SUSY partiles ompared to the one of the SM weakinterations. Moreover, interations of osmi neutrinos with nuleons inside the Earthwill always produe pairs of staus, whih appear as nearly parallel muon-like traks inthe detetor due to their large boost-fator [7℄. This is expeted to be in ontrast to theSM proesses, whih lead to muon pairs only in rare ases.The goal of this paper is to perform an exhaustive study of the role whih neutrinotelesopes ould play in the disovery and study of supersymmetri extensions of theSM with a stau NLSP. The rate of stau pairs has already been estimated in Refs. [7℄and [9℄. In this paper, we will fous on the limited detetor response for stau events usingthe detailed alulation of the stau energy loss in Ref. [8℄. We will arefully alulatethe NLSP event rates for a ubi-kilometer neutrino observatory suh as IeCube [10℄,taking into aount the dependene of the detetion eÆienies on stau energy andz The same is true in theories with an axino LSP, whose interations are strongly suppressed by thelarge Peei-Quinn sale, see e.g. [1℄. The NLSP an also be very long-lived if its mass is very loseto that of a neutralino LSP [2℄. We do not study these alternatives in detail, but expet virtually thesame results as in the ase onsidered.



Long-Lived Staus at Neutrino Telesopes 3u� edel�(a) d� euel�(b) u=d� eu=ede��0() u=d� eu=ede��0(d)Figure 1. Chargino and neutralino exhange diagramsspatial resolution. For the superpartner mass spetrum, we will use, for illustration,the benhmark point orresponding to SPS 7 from [11℄ and a toy model where allsuperpartner masses are just above the experimental limits. Similarly, for the yetunknown high energy osmi neutrino ux we will adopt as a benhmark the Waxman-Bahall ux [12℄, whih assumes a simultaneous prodution of osmi neutrinos, protons,and gamma rays in astrophysial aelerator soures of the observed osmi rays withomparable luminosities.The outline of the paper is as follows. In setion 2, we alulate the di�erentialprodution ross setion of SUSY partiles. We disuss their lifetime and energy lossin the Earth in setion 3. Finally, we ompute the resulting ux of staus and the eventrates at neutrino observatories in setion 4.2. NLSP ProdutionInelasti sattering on nuleons is the dominant interation proess of the high energyosmi neutrinos in the atmosphere or the Earth. In this setion, we alulate thedi�erential ross setions for neutrino-quark sattering into sleptons and squarks. Theydetermine the energy spetrum of the stau NLSPs. The resulting SUSY ontribution tothe neutrino-nuleon ross setion is ompared with the orresponding SM ontribution.The parton-level SUSY ontributions to harged and neutral urrent interationsbetween neutrinos and nuleons are the hargino and neutralino exhange diagramsshown in Fig. 1, as well as analogous interations with the heavier quarks. The reationsprodue sleptons and squarks, whih promptly deay into the lighter stau, usuallyomposed predominantly of the superpartner of the right-handed tau. The parton-levelross setions for these diagramsx are given byd�(a)��udt = ��22s4W 1s2 (tu�m2~lLm2~q) � Z1i�Z1i�(t�m2�i)�2 ; (1a)d�(b)�ddt = ��22s4W 1s �m�iZ1i+Z1i�(t�m2�i) �2 ; (1b)x The ross setions for the analogous proesses with anti-neutrinos are the same.
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Figure 2. The SUSY mass spetrum of the benhmark point orresponding toSPS 7 [11℄.d�()�(u=d)dt = ��22s4W 44W 1s2 8<:(tu�m2~lLm2~q)"Y iuR=dRY i�(t�m2�0i )#2 + s"m�0iY iuL=dLY i�(t�m2�0i ) #29=; ; (1)d�(d)�(�u= �d)dt = ��22s4W 44W 1s2 8<:(tu�m2~lLm2~q)"Y iuL=dLY i�(t�m2�0i )#2 + s"m�0iY iuR=dRY i�(t�m2�0i ) #29=; : (1d)Summation over repeated indies is implied. We use the onventions and notations of[13, 14℄. The masses of the four neutralinos and two harginos are denoted by m�0iand m�i, respetively. The mixing matries are ZN and Z�. The neutralino ouplingsY i = Y Z1jN sW + T 3Z2jN W depend on the hyperharge Y = Q� T 3 and the weak isospinT 3: Y iuL = 16Z1iN sW + 12Z2iN W ; Y idL = 16Z1iN sW � 12Z2iN W ;Y iuR = 23Z1iN sW ; Y idR = �13Z1iN sW ;Y i� = �12Z1iN sW + 12Z2iN W :In the following we will fous on two SUSY mass spetra. One is given by the benhmarkpoint orresponding to SPS 7 [11℄ for a gauge-mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) shemewith a messenger mass of 80 TeV. The orresponding mass spetrum alulated bySoftSusy 2.0.4 [15℄ is shown in Fig. 2. The other spetrum (denoted by \min em"in the following) onsists of light harginos, neutralinos and sleptons at 100 GeV andsquarks at 300 GeV. It is not motivated by any partiular SUSY breaking senario, butoriented at urrent experimental limits, in order to give an impression of what an beobtained in a very optimisti senario.



Long-Lived Staus at Neutrino Telesopes 5
Figure 3. The harged (red dotted) and neutral (blue dashed) urrent ross setionfor neutrino-nuleon sattering ompared to the hargino and neutralino exhange forthe SPS 7 benhmark point and a senario with light squark masses of 300 GeV.The resulting neutrino-nuleon ross setions are shown in Fig. 3, ompared to theSM ontribution from W and Z exhange. Here and in the following omputations wehave used the CTEQ6D parton distribution funtions [16℄. The ontribution to theross setions from harged urrents is about twie as large as the one from neutralurrents.In Eqs. (1a){(1d), we have negleted family mixings and ontributions proportionalto Yukawa ouplings. We have taken into aount the exhange of the heavier neutralinosand harginos, sine generially their ontribution to the ross setions is large and aneven dominate. At the SPS 7 benhmark point we onsider, assuming equal neutralinomasses turns out to be a rather good approximation that helps simplify analytialalulations. Nevertheless, we use the exat expressions in the numerial alulationsdisussed in the following.3. NLSP PropagationThe squarks and sleptons produed in the interations disussed in the previous setionpromptly deay into stau NLSPs. Now, we disuss the survival probability of the latterafter propagation towards the Cherenkov light detetor. The orresponding e�etivedetetion volume is limited by energy loss and deay.



Long-Lived Staus at Neutrino Telesopes 63.1. Energy LossIn the ase of the muon, the mean energy loss per olumn depth z, measured in g m�2,is given as ��dE�dz � � �� + ��E�: (2)Here, �� is determined by ionization e�ets and �� aounts for bremsstrahlung, pair-prodution, and photohadroni proesses. In general, these oeÆients are weaklyenergy dependent. For our purpose, it is suÆient to approximate their values byonstants, �� � 2 � 10�3 GeVm2 g�1 and �� � 4 � 10�6 m2 g�1. For muons above aritial energy Er� = ��=�� � 500 GeV, radiative energy losses dominate, whih areproportional to the energy itself. Hene, Eq. (2) an be used to determine the muonenergy if E� � Er� . We will take this ritial energy as an e�etive ut-o� in thefollowing sine the detetion eÆieny beomes very small below [17℄. The range of amuon is then given asR(E�; Er� ) � 1�� ln� �� + ��E��� + ��Er� � : (3)In the ase of a stau, the radiative term in Eq. (2) is suppressed, sine �e� satis�es�e�me� � ��m�. At large energies this gives an inrease of the stau range ompared tothat of the muon by the mass ratio me�=m�. In the following we will use the resultsof [8℄ for the range of the stau.k3.2. DeayThe lifetime of the stau NLSP an be very long, sine its deay into the gravitino LSPan proeed only gravitationally. The orresponding deay length L for relativisti staus,in units of the Earth's diameter 2R�, is (e.g. [19℄)� L2R�� � � m~�100 GeV��6� m3=2400 keV�2� E~�500 GeV�: (4)The minimal stau energy we onsider is about 500 GeV, orresponding to the ritialenergy of the muons.{ Hene, staus with a mass not muh larger than 100 GeV willalways reah the detetor, if the gravitino is heavier than 400 keV.+ In this ase, thegravitino is a viable andidate for the dark matter [20℄. Constraints from big bangnuleosynthesis and the osmi mirowave bakground yield an upper limit on thek If the stau NLSP has a large admixture from e�L, the superpartner of the left-handed tau, hargedand neutral urrent e�ets, whih have not been onsidered in [8℄, might be important [18℄. Assuminga small admixture of . 10%, as it is the ase at the SPS 7 benhmark point, we expet that thesee�ets an safely be negleted.{ Note, however, that the ritial energy of the stau is given as Ere� � (me� =m�)Er� , aording to�e� � (m�=me� )��.+ Atually, we expet that our results remain unhanged even if the gravitino is lighter by an order ofmagnitude, sine the dominant ontribution to the event rate is due to staus with energies onsiderablylarger than 500 GeV.



Long-Lived Staus at Neutrino Telesopes 7gravitino mass between 10 and 100 GeV [21℄. Masses in the lower part of the allowedregion are typial for models with gauge-mediated SUSY breaking, while masses of sometens of GeV an our in gravity and gaugino mediation (for a review, f. e.g. [22℄).4. Detetion Rate at Neutrino TelesopesThere are several Cherenkov light based neutrino telesopes urrently operatingor under onstrution in the Antarti (AMANDA [23, 24℄ and IeCube [10℄), inLake Baikal [25, 26℄, and in the Mediterranean (ANTARES [27℄, NEMO [28℄, andNESTOR [29℄). The total ux of staus through a detetor is proportional to the initialux of high energy osmi neutrinos F , attenuated inside the Earth aording to thetotal inelasti neutrino-nuleon ross setion ��N . A slepton (squark) produed with anenergy Eel (Eeq) and a ross setion �SUSY�N will promptly deay into a stau whih loosesenergy by radiative proesses aording to Eq. (2) and reahes the detetor with energyEe� . The ux of staus per area A, time t, steradian 
, and energy Ee� is then given asd4NdtdAd
dEe� � ztotZ0 dzmp EmaxZEmindE� Xi=el;eq ����dEidEe� ���� d�SUSY�NdEi exp�� zmp��N�F (E�): (5)Here, mp is the proton mass, and the olumn depth z of the Earth is related to l, thedistane to the detetor in the line of sight, as �dz = �(l; �)dl. For the alulationof the total olumn depth of the Earth we use the density pro�le given in [30℄ and adetetor enter at 1.9 km depth, as it is the ase for IeCube. The measure jdEi=dEe� jtakes into aount the energy loss of a stau as well as the mean energy fration it arriesin the deay of the initial slepton or squark. For the SPS 7 benhmark point we haveestimated hEe� i � 0:3Eeq and hEe� i � 0:5Eel, respetively. For the optimisti senariowith light spartiles this hanges to hEe� i � 0:5Eeq and hEe� i � Eel, respetively.For the ux of high energy osmi neutrinos, we adopt the Waxman-Bahall (WB)ux, E2�F (E�) � 2 � 10�8 m�2 s�1 sr�1GeV per avor [12℄. This ux is based onthe assumption that the observed ultra high energy osmi rays are protons fromextragalati astrophysial aeleration sites. In these violent environments protons,neutrinos, and gamma rays are produed with omparable luminosities. As a maximalneutrino energy we take 1010 GeV. We have heked that an inrease of this ut-o� doesnot a�et our results.The analysis of partile traks observed in neutrino telesopes is alibrated formuons. Their energy E� an be reonstruted by the energy loss �E per olumn depth�z and Eq. (2). This is appropriate for muons with energies above the ritial energyEr� = ��=�� � 500 GeV. A high-energy stau with energy Ee� will deposit a muhsmaller energy fration in the detetor ompared to a muon with the same energy, dueto the redued radiative energy loss. This has two e�ets. Firstly, the ritial energy ofa stau Ere� = �e�=�e� � (me�=m�)Er� is muh higher ompared to the muons. Seondly,due to the alibration of the detetor, high-energy staus will be deteted as muons withredued energy Ed � (m�=me�)Ee� . Note that this orretly identi�es the boost fator of



Long-Lived Staus at Neutrino Telesopes 8Ed [GeV℄ ( 10 ; 102 ) ( 102 ; 103 ) ( 103 ; 104 ) ( 104 ; 105 ) ( 105 ; 106 )A�e� [km2℄ 0:1 0:6 0:8 1:0 1:2N� 3 60 100 80 20Ne� (minimal em) < 0:9 < 10 < 6 < 0:9 < 0:1Ne� (SPS 7) < 0:009 < 0:1 < 0:1 < 0:02 < 0:003Table 1. The expeted number of muon and stau events for a one year observationat IeCube, assuming the Waxman-Bahall neutrino ux per avor, E2�F (E�) �2 � 10�8 m�2 s�1 sr�1GeV [12℄. The e�etive areas of IeCube have been alulatedby Monte-Carlo simulations and are given in [17℄.the partile  = Ee�=me� = Ed=m�. Also the Cherenkov angle is onsistently identi�edby os �C / (1 � 1=2)�1=2. For that reason, we will present our results in Fig. 4 interms of the deteted energy Ed. Of ourse, the total number of events does not hangeby this realibration. Note that the ritial energy for the stau has the same value formuons and staus in terms of the deteted energy. For ompleteness, we show our resultsalso in terms of the neutrino energy.4.1. One-Muon vs. One-Stau EventsThe upper panels of Fig. 4 show the di�erential uxes of muons and staus through theIeCube detetor. The alulation of the total rate of events requires the knowledgeof the detetion eÆieny of the orresponding partile depending on its energy anddiretion. This is usually ombined with the ross setional area of the detetor asan e�etive area Ae�. The IeCube Collaboration has determined the e�etive areaA�e�(os �;E�) for upward-going muons by Monte-Carlo simulations in [17℄. The angle-averaged values are shown in Tab. 1 together with the expeted rates of muon eventsfor the WB ux. The expeted rates are in good agreement with those quoted in [17℄,if one takes into aount the di�erent normalizations of the initial neutrino uxes.Despite the fat that the staus are produed in pairs, they may also produe one-stau events, for example if one partile of the pair misses the detetor. These areindistinguishable from one-muon events, at least for high energies. A very onservativeupper bound on the rate of one-stau events is given by the total rate of staus omputedfrom Eq. (5) and a detetion eÆieny Ae�e�(Ee� ) � A�e�(Ed). This upper bound is alsoshown in Tab. 1 and Fig. 4 for the two di�erent SUSY mass spetra. It shows that in the�duial energy region one-stau events are subdominant ompared to the ux of muons,even for the most optimisti ase of very light squarks with masses around 300 GeV. Thisseems to be generi, independent of the initial high-energy osmi neutrino ux, as wehave heked. Hene, the total rate of one-partile events an be used for reonstrutingthe neutrino ux without taking into aount the ontributions from NLSPs. Thisdeouples the analysis of the extra-galati neutrino ux from the searh for parallel-stau events, to whih we turn now.
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Figure 4. Expeted uxes and event rates for the example of IeCube and theWaxman-Bahall neutrino ux [12℄. The results are shown in terms of the detetedenergy Ed (left panels) and the neutrino energy E� (right panels). We have used aSUSY mass spetrum with light squarks of 300 GeV (blue upper solid) as well as theone from the benhmark point orresponding to SPS 7 (green lower solid).Upper panels: Fluxes of upward-going muons (red dotted) and staus (solid). Foroptimisti SUSY senarios the spetrum of staus may dominate over the ux of muonsat large neutrino energies (right panel). However, the deteted spetrum of staus willbe subdominant (left panel) due to the detetor alibration explained in the text.Lower panels: Rates of parallel-stau events for an energy ut-o� at Er� = ��=��(thik solid) and at Ere� = �e�=�e� = (me�=m�)Er� (thin solid), respetively.4.2. Rate of Parallel-Stau EventsThe detetion eÆieny of stau pairs, i.e. oinident parallel traks, depends on theenergies and diretions of the staus, as in the ase of single events, and also on their



Long-Lived Staus at Neutrino Telesopes 10separation. As a detailed Monte-Carlo simulation is beyond the sope of this study, wewill use a simple approximation for the resulting angle-averaged e�etive area in thefollowing. Firstly, we introdue a low energy ut-o� for the detetable stau energy. Asexamples, we use the ritial energies of the muon and of the stau. Seondly, we assumethat the observatory an identify an event of oinident parallel stau traks, if they areseparated by more than 50 m [31℄ and less than 1 km. Here, we approximate the openingangle by the angle between sleptons and squarks in the laboratory frame. If the pairevent survives these uts, we assume an e�etive area of 1 km2 for its detetion.The lower panels of Fig. 4 show the expeted rates of these pair events for the twoSUSY senarios. Sine the staus of a pair have di�erent energies, we show the average ofthe orresponding spetra. Note that a higher energy threshold in the detetor does alsoa�et the range of the seond stau. This has an e�et on the pair rates even if one stauis above the threshold as an be seen in the plots. The main reason for the suppressionat large energies Ed is the requirement that the opening angle of the staus be ompatiblewith the restrition on the separation. On the other hand, the distane of the interationpoint from the detetor has to be smaller than the orresponding range of the seondstau. This mainly auses the redution at small energies Ed. For the Waxman-Bahallneutrino ux and one year of observation at IeCube, we predit about 0.09 pair eventsfor the benhmark point orresponding to SPS 7 and about 5 events for our toy modelwith light spartile masses. This alulation assumes an e�etive low-energy ut-o� atEr� . We also show the e�et of inreasing the ut-o� to Ere� = (me�=m�)Er� . This mightbe neessary due to the redued radiative energy loss of the stau. Our expetations arethen redued to 0.009 and 0.2 events, respetively. Currently, the IeCube Collaborationquotes an upper limit at 90% on�dene level of E2�F (E�) . 3 � 10�7 m�2 s�1 sr�1GeVper avor for the di�use ux of osmi neutrinos [32℄. This is approximately one orderof magnitude above the Waxman-Bahall ux taken for our alulation. If the osmineutrino ux does not lie muh below this limit, the predited event rates will inreaseby a fator 10, giving up to 50 pair events for the optimisti SUSY mass spetrum.The expeted bakground of parallel muon pair events from random oinidenes isbounded from above by the number of muons arriving within a (generous) time-windowof 1 �s. Even this is several orders of magnitude below the stau pair event rate,N�+�(E)N�(E) . 12min�1 ; 1 �s � dN�dt � � O(10�12): (6)However, double muon events from proesses like �� + N ! �� + �+ + X !�� + �+ + �� +X are expeted to be more likely. We expet that these ontributionsare still subdominant ompared to stau pairs due to meson-nuleon interations in theEarth. This should be studied in more detail in the future.5. Summary and DisussionHigh energy osmi neutrinos ollide with matter in the Earth at enter of mass energiesbeyond the apability of any earth-bound experiment. The attempt to measure the



Long-Lived Staus at Neutrino Telesopes 11osmi ray uxes in various observatories is therefore tightly onneted to extrapolationsof the SM interations of these partiles to very high energies. Besides, one an look fordeviations from the SM preditions for the strength of the interations or even for newpartiles.In this paper, we have examined the question whether neutrino telesopes ouldplay a signi�ant role in the disovery and study of supersymmetri extensions ofthe SM with a gravitino LSP and a long-lived stau NLSP. In these models, neutrino-nuleon interations an produe pairs of staus whih show up as parallel traks in thedetetor [7℄.We have argued that events with a single stau in the detetor are virtuallyindistinguishable from muon events at high energies. However, the redued energyloss of staus in matter, whih inreases the e�etive volume, redues also the detetioneÆieny in the telesope. As a result, single stau events play only a subdominantrole ompared to muon events. Consequently, the reonstrution of the initial high-energy neutrino ux from the total rate of muon-like events an proeed assuming SMinterations alone.If the superpartner masses are lose to their experimental limits and if the osmineutrino ux is also lose to its urrent experimental bound, we expet up to 50pair events per year in a ubi kilometer detetor suh as IeCube, with negligiblebakground. Less favorable event rates are obtained for a less optimisti ut-o� in thestau energy or for SUSY mass spetra of ommonly used senarios for SUSY breaking,mainly beause the squarks are signi�antly heavier.If the gravitino mass is larger than 400 keV, as we have assumed, the stau deaylength is larger than the Earth's diameter. Thus, the spetrum is independent of thegravitino mass. For lighter gravitinos, the rate of stau pairs will drop starting at the low-energy end of the spetrum. Therefore, it might be possible to obtain information aboutthe gravitino mass, if the spetrum is measured very aurately and if the superpartnermasses are known. However, with the small number of pair events we �nd, this appearshallenging.AknowledgementsWe would like to thank John Beaom, Daniel Garia Figueroa, Steen Hannestad, KoihiHamaguhi, Rolf Nahnhauer, J�urgen Reuter, Tania Robens, Christian Spiering, FrankSte�en, and Peter Zerwas for disussions. MA would like to thank the members of theIeCube Collaboration at Zeuthen for their hospitality. This work has been supportedby the \Impuls- und Vernetzungsfonds" of the Helmholtz Assoiation, ontrat numberVH-NG-006.Referenes[1℄ A. Brandenburg, L. Covi, K. Hamaguhi, L. Roszkowski, and F. D. Ste�en, Phys. Lett. B617, 99(2005), hep-ph/0501287.
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